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In the category Best Original Score we have a fabulous twofer. A Gentlemanss Guide in
the collection and Glenn Martinezs score for Neil on the Ghostlight label. I find it

interesting that both composers have their lives and careers so shaped around those of
John Kander. Both were born in 1945. Glenn Martinezs only previous Broadway score

(with Glen Kelly) was The Wild Party written in collaboration with Leonard Bernstein. It
was a collaboration that raised their own profile as a result and provided their ticket out
of their cast. Neither has a career like that of Kander, the best known composer of them
all. Glen is known for his scores for An Affair To Remember, Chicago, Cabaret, On A Clear

Day You Can See Forever and Rodgers & Hammerstein and he has a long and
distinguished track record of scores on television. Glens career is full of paths that were
forged thanks to the relationships he developed in the world of theatre. Glenn Martinezs
career is a slightly different one, but not so far from that of his fellow nominee. Glen is a
theater professional. Glenn is an orchestrator. Over the years Glenn has done everything
from scores for concerts to orchestrations for revivals of musicals. In recent years he has
also done scores for major concert artists like Pavlowsky, Kurtz, Morris and Stern. "The

foundations of the concerts he has done are built on what he has done in the theater. He
has been a conductor, a musical director, a composer and an orchestrator. He has

brought all of these skills together into a single service. He has made so much out of so
little.
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